Welcome to the Teaching and Learning (T&L) Group Communications!

The Teaching and Learning (T&L) Group and its subgroup use several methods to collaborate including scheduled conference calls, email lists, and Twitter or other social networking hash tags.

* Conference Calls - held twice a month, on average.
* Group Pages and Email Lists visit any of the subgroups homepages and sign up for their email lists.
* Calendar - view our meeting schedule below.
* Tagging - learn more about our use of Twitter and social networking tagging

The shortened url for this page is http://bit.ly/sakaiTLcomm

T&L Group and Subgroup Email Lists

*Note: The main Sakai T&L email list is now being reserved for posts pertaining to broad issues for the entire T&L Group.*

### Teaching and Learning Group - Main Group List

- **T&L Group Page**
- **Email List:** sakai-user@apereo.org
- **Subscribe to list, send email to:** sakai-user+subscribe@apereo.org
- **List Archive:** https://groups.google.com/a/apereo.org/forum/#!forum/sakai-user

### Learning Capabilities Design Lenses

- **Design Lenses Group Page**
- **Email List:** use Sakai User list. See above.
- **Subscribe to list:** http://collab.sakaiproject.org/mailman/listinfo/tl-lenses
- **List Archive:** http://collab.sakaiproject.org/pipermail/tl-lenses/

### Teaching With Sakai Innovation Award (TWSIA)

- **TWSIA Group Page**
- **Email List:** use Sakai User list. See above.
- **Subscribe to list:** http://collab.sakaiproject.org/mailman/listinfo/twsia
- **List Archives:** http://collab.sakaiproject.org/mailman/private/twsia/ - *The current archive is only available to the list members.*

Back to Top

T&L Group and Subgroup Calendars

Teaching and Learning Group and Subgroup Meeting Calendars. If you have the recording duty, see *How To Take Notes in Meetings.*

You may use the Colors and Check boxes on the Right to identify individual groups calendars.

*By default all times are shown in Pacific Standard Time (GMT-8). By logging into Confluence the calendar times will then change to your local settings.*
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Twitter and Social Networking Hash Tags

There are two #hashtags that are used frequently in our group:

- **#SakaiProject**: any information or reference to the Sakai CLE, Sakai Community, or something for the good of the community.
- **#SakaiTL**: a special tag to distinguish posts that are meant specifically for this group.

Twitter and many Twitter or other social networking clients allow for searches to be done on tags. Many community members keep active searches running to keep connected with the community.
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